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Introduction 
In this paper we continue the investigation of partial orders with singular 
cofinality initiated by M. Pouzet and carried on by E. Milner, N. Sauer and K. 
Prikry. 
Let (P, <~) be a partially ordered set. A subset A c P is cofinal in P if for all 
x E P there is a y e A with x ~< y. (A cofinal subset of P is usually called a dense 
subset of P. The problem we consider makes the use of our terminology more 
natural). 
cf(P, <~) = cf(P) = min{lA[: A is cofinal in P}. 
def 
We will call a subset B c P an antichain if no two different elements of B are 
comparable. This also clashes with standard terminology where the word 
antichain is used for sets B consisting of pairwise incompatible lements. 
We follow the notation of Pouzet [1] where he proved the following theorem: 
Theorem. If  (P, <-) does not contain an infinite antichain, then it contains a 
cofinal subset A isomorphic to a partially ordered set which is the finite disjoint 
union of direct products of a finite number of chains. This result has the corollary 
that if P does not contain an infinite antichain, then cf(P) is a regular cardinal. 
After learning about Pouzet's result Milner and Sauer formulated the following 
conjecture: 
I f  the cofinality of a partially ordered set (P, <~) is a singular 
cardinal Z, then P contains an antichain of size cf(~,). (1) 
The conjecture (1) was proved independently b  Milner and Prikry and by the 
authors of this paper under some cardinal assumptions namely both groups 
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proved (1) under the following hypothesis: 
Let r = cf(1). VA' < I Vr '  < r1"e < Z. (2) 
However this is not the strongest result known since recently Milner and 
Pouzet have shown that (1) holds under the weaker assumption 
z (,¢ = (3) 
Indeed their proof, as yet unpublished, gives the result for directed graphs of 
cardinality Z as well. (The definition of an antichain of a directed graph does not 
require explanation while a set A is considered cofinal if from each x e P \A  a 
directed edge is going into A.) 
We will prove a result which exhibits to some extent he structure of the cofinal 
subsets and implies the above statements but under slightly weaker cardinal 
assumptions. Our method also leads to some problems and results concerning the 
existence of complete subgraphs of infinite multipartite graphs which seem to be 
of interest by themselves. To formulate our result we need the following: 
Definition. Let ~/= (A~: tr < _q9) be a sequence of pairwise disjoint nonempty 
subsets of P ~¢ is said to be an antichain sequence of length _q9 for P if every subset 
X c U {A~: a~ < _tp} satisfying IX fq A~I ~< 1 for tr < _q9 is an antichain. The 
cardinal E~r  ]A~ I will be called the size of the antichain sequence ~.  
We will prove that under appropriate cardinal assumptions, a partially ordered 
set P with cf(P) = I > cf(A) = tc contains an antichain sequence of length tc and of 
large size. See Theorem 1 of Section 1. 
We will obtain our result by reformulating the problem as a problem 
concerning raphs, and proving a 'canonization theorem' for these graphs along 
the lines of Erdrs, Hajnal, Rado [3] and Shelah [4]. This will be done in Section 
1. In Section 2 we prove that if (1) fails, then there must be a i '<  ~. and a 
partially ordered set S ~ 2 x' ordered by inclusion showing this. (That is, there is 
Then a counterexample to the Milner-Sauer conjecture where P is a partial order 
of subsets of a set of size less than ~ ordered by inclusion.) 
To conclude the introduction we would like to make one more comment on the 
strength of the Milner-Pouzet result (3). 
Assume (P,~<) is a counterexample to the conjecture (1), with IPI---I. Let 
A ¢- I be a subset hat codes (P, ~<) and the cardinals ~<I. Let L[A] be the class of 
sets constructible from A. Then L[A] ~ [el -- 1 ^  Z is singular AP does not contain 
an antichain of size cf(t). If L[A] ~ cf(P)1 then cf(P) < I holds in the real world. 
Hence by (3) 
L[A] ~ Z ~I(~) > Z. 
Now to the best of our knowledge it is not known if it is consistent hat an 
A c I~o,, exists with 
L[A ] > 
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It is probably worth to remark that if R,o is a strong limit cardinal, and 
2~ > No 1, then choosing A c ~o,1 so that it codes ~,o, subsets of ~,o and the 
cardinals below R,o, we have 
L[A ] ~ 2 ~ >1 ~o,, => L[A ] = 2 ~ > ~o,, 
and also L[A] ~ No, is strong limit ~ L[A] = 2s~ = R~, hence 
However the consistency of the above mentioned cardinal assumption has not 
been proved yet. 
We also remark, that as a folklore theorem we know, that relative to a 
supercompact ardinal, it is consistent hat there is a ~ > 09, with cf(r)= to, T: 
strong limit such that 2~> z+o~l the ~oith successor of ~. Choosing 3. = lr+'°,, the 
above argument gives that there is an A c 3. with 
L[A] ~ 3.~o > L 
1. Results under cardinal assumptions 
Definition. Let (P, <~) be a partially ordered set and A c P. Let fi~ = {x e P: 3y e 
A(x ~<y)}. ,4 is the initial section induced by A. Let B c- p. The cofinality of B 
in P, cfe(B) = min{lAl: B cfi,}. Note that cfp(P)=cf(P). 
def 
Lemma 1. Assume cf(P, <-)= 3. > cf(3.)= x and let (3.,: or < r )  be any sequence 
of cardinals less than 3.. There exists a sequence {A~: or < K} of subsets of P such 
that: 
(i) Aa fq A,~ = O 
(ii) 3.. < cfe(A.) < 3. 
for fl < or < r, and 
(4) 
for or<x. 
Proof. We may assume that I P[ = 3.. Let us first remark that for all 3.' < 3. there is 
a subset B c P with 3.'< Cfl,(B)< 3.. To see this choose sets B,~ c P such that 
e = U {B~,: or < r}  with IB~I < 3. for or < r. One of the B~'s satisfies 
(c fW. ) :  or < 3.'K < 3.. 
Now we choose {A~:or<x)  by induction on or. Assume {A~:fl<or} has 
already been defined satisfying (4). Then cf (U {filt~: fl < or})~< Ea<.lAal <3., 
hence P, = P \U  (fi*t~: fl < or} has cofinality 3.. Using our first remark we can 
choose A o, c P,~ satisfying (4). 
Note that ff sup{Z,~: or < x} = 3., and A = U {A.:  or < r},  then 3. I> IAI t> 
cf(A) >~ sup{cfe(A,~): or<3.}--->sup{3.,:or<r} =3..
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Theorem 1. Assume (P, <-) is a partially ordered set with cf(P) = ;t > cf(Z) = x. 
Assume further that the following cardinality condition holds: 
There are cardinal sequences (~r: cr < r) ,  (o~: ol < r)  such that 
(r~: a~ < x) /s strictly increasing, (or: ol < x) is increasing, (5) 
sup(r~: ~ < r )  = ),, r~ I> 2 and or >i Ic~l for te < x. 
Then P contains an antichain sequence (Br: c~ < x) of length x and of size 
E ~<,~ err = or. 
Before giving the proof we state some corollaries. 
Corollary 1. The conjecture (1) holds under the cardinal assumption (2), since 
under (2) there is a sequence (~:  tr < x) of cardinals less than ~, such that 
(z/rl: c~ < x) is strictly increasing, and we obtain an antichain sequence of length x. 
Corollary 2. Assume cf(P) = ;~ > cf(;~) = r, and ~ is a strong limit cardinal. Then 
there exists an antichain sequence of length r and of size ~. 
Proof. There exists a sequence (err: a~ < r )  of cardinals such that or i> ]a~l + co 
and (2°~: cr < r )  is strictly increasing and sup{or: cr < x} = sup{2°~: c~ < r} = 
~.. [] 
Corollary 2 is a special case of the following: 
Corollary 3. Assume cf(P) = ;t > cf(~.) = x and there is a sequence (or:or < x) of 
cardinals uch that (2~: cr < x) is strictly increasing and sup{2°~: c~ < x} = ;t. Then 
there exists an antichain sequence of length x and of size cr = ~ r<,~ err. 
A case in point is the following: 
Assume e.g. 2 s~ = N,o, + cr + 1 for c~ < ~0~, ~ = ~o,1+,o~ and cf(P) = ;t. 
there exists an antichain sequence of length ah and of size ~o~. 
Then 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let ~.r = r~ ~ for cr < r and choose a sequence {A~" ct < r}  
of subsets of P satisfying the conditions (4) ((i) and (ii) of Lemma 1). By thinning 
out the sequence we may assume that Imal  for fl < cr < x, and that Zr/> x 
for a~ < x. We may assume that P = [...J {A~: a~ < r}. Let G = G(P) denote the 
incomparability graph of P. That means G = (P, E) where E= {{x, y} 
[P]2:x~y ^  y~x}.  For an arbitrary XcP ,  let G(X)= {y eP :  Vx ~N({x, y} 
E)}. For cr < r we define: 
V~= I..J {Aa: o l<~ < x}, V, = U {A~: ~ < or}. 
We claim that as a consequence of (4); G satisfies the following condition: 
For each X ~ [V 1 ~x~, IG(X) N Arl > Zr. (6) 
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Indeed let X• [V'q ~,  by (4.i), for each element y •A~\G(X)  there is an 
x • X such that y ~< x. Hence A~ is contained in the initial segment induced by 
Xt. J (G(X)NA~).  This, by (4.ii) implies that [G(X)AA~[>;~.  Now our 
theorem will obviously follow from the following: 
Theorem 2. Assume G is any graph with vertex set P, IPI = ;~. Let A~, V ~, V~; 
o: < K be sets described in the proof of Theorem 1, and assume they satisfy the 
cardinality conditions of Theorem 1. Assume further that G satisfies condition (6) 
stated in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Then there exists a sequence Bo~ c A~ for tr < t¢ such that I = and for all 
X c [._J B~ satisfying IX M Bo~l <- 1 for o: < r ,  IX] 2 c E, i.e., X is a complete 
subgraph of G = (P, E). 
Proof. For c~ < K let 
I~ = {Y cA~:  3X  • [V~] ~x~ ]G(X) fq YI ~< Z~). 
It is clear from the definition that 
[A~]~z~ c I~ and that I~ is a Z~+-complete proper ideal in P(Ao,). (7) 
Let te < r ,  Y c V~. For x, y • A¢ we define x ~o, y(Y) iff 
Vu • Y((u, x} • E ¢~ {u, y} • E). 
This is clearly an equivalence relation on A~. Let [x]~,.y denote the equivalence 
class of x. Note that the number of equivalence classes is at most 2 I~. For a~ < r 
let a"  = ~t~<= at3. We now claim that for each o~ < r :  
There is an element x of A~ such that [x]~.r ~ I~ for each Y • [V~] °~. (8) 
First, ]{[xl=,Y: Y • [V~,]°*'}I ~< ]V,~I °~" 2°'~. By the remark, made in the proof of 
Theorem 1, lEvi I  oo. Hence, by (7), the set {A~U [x]~,r: Y • 
[V~]°*'A [x]~,r•l~} is non-empty. Any element x of this set satisfies the 
requirements of (8). 
Let x~ • A~ satisfy the requirements of (8) for o~ < to. 
We define the sets B~ c A~ by transfinite induction. Assume a~ < ~¢, and the 
sets Bt~ are already defined for fl < tr in such a way that In l = o8 for fl < a~. Then 
". Let Y~=U{Bt~'f l<o:}. Then Y~•[Vo~]%. By 
the choice of x~, [x~]~,v~¢I~. Let X °'= {xt3:a<fl<r},lX=l<-K<-Z~. Hence, 
by the definition of L,, ](X~) M [X,,]~.r.[ <Z,,. Since Z~ ~>ao~, we can choose a 
subset B~ of G(X ~) N [X~]~,y. of size a~. This defines the sequence (B~: a < x) 
and it is clear that l[.-J {B,,: a < r}l = a as required. 
To finish the proof, let fl < a < r ,  x • B,~, y • Bo. We claim that {x, y } • E. 
Indeed y • G(Xa), by the choice of Bt3, hence (y, x=} • E. On the other hand, 
Bt3 = Y=, and B~ = [x=],,, r, ,  hence {y, x,, } • E implies {y, x } • E. 
This concludes the proof of Theorems 1 and 2. [] [] 
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We remark that Theorem 2 cannot be proved without cardinal assumptions. 
This will be clear from the following remarks: 
Let Q(x) be the following statement: Assume (A~: o~ < r +} c P(r )  such that 
I('] {A~: a~ e D}I t> r for each D e [x+] <~. Then there is C c [x] '~ such that 
Now, well known examples how that 2"= x ÷ implies Q(x), while say both 
Q(w) and ~ Q(eo) are consistent with 2~0 > N~. Hence to settle the conjecture (1) 
further properties of the partial order will have to be used. An attempt o that is 
made in the next Section. 
2. A reduction theorem 
Theorem 3. Assume (P, >i) is a partially ordered set with cf(P) = 3. > cf(3.) = x, 
and without an antichain of size x. Then there exists an (S, c)= S c P(3.') for 
some 3.' < 3., with cf(S) = 3., and without an antichain of size x. 
Proof. Assume that the conclusion of the theorem does not hold. We will show 
that P contains an antichain sequence of length x and size 3., a contradiction. 
Let (3.~: a~ < x) be a strictly increasing sequence of cardinals such that 3'0 I> x 
and sup{3.~: tr < r} = 3.. Let {A~ c P: c~ < r} be a sequence satisfying the 
requirements of Lemma 1. For each o:<r,  let I~ = {YcA~:  cfe(Y)---< 3.~}. Just 
like in the proof of Theorem 2, it follows that [A~]<-x~ c Iv and I~ is a 3.~ + complete 
ideal. 
For each a~ < x let V~ = U {As: fl < or}, V ~ = g {As: cr ~< fl < x}. Note that 
IVy[ <3.. For x eP  put $ = {$}. LetS~={~nv~: forxeV~) .  Then Is l-.<xx and 
S~, c)  does not contain an antichain of size r ,  since x ~< y implies $ c ~. Hence, 
by the indirect assumption, cf(S~, c )  = r~ < 3.. 
By thinning out the sequence we can arrange that r~ ~< 3.~ should hold for 
te < r. Since Io, is 3.~+-complete, and cf(S~, c)~< 3.~ for a~ < r there are x~ e V % 
and B~ c A'~ such that B~ ~ I~ and V~ n ~ ~- Vo~ n ~ for all x e B~. Let fl < r and 
Co = Bo \U  {~:  fl < ol < x }. Since ~ nAo ~ I O, and I 0 is r+-complete, Co ¢ l O 
for/~ < x, and thus [Ct~ I > 3. 8. 
If/~ < a~ < x, x ~ C~, y ~ B 0 then x ~ y by (4.i), and since ~ fq V~ = $~ n V~, and 
:~ n C o = t~ it follows that (C o:/~ < x) is antichain sequence of length x and size 3. 
for P. [] 
To spoil any joy caused by the above reduction the following is true: 
Theorem 4. Assume M is a countable transitive model of ZFC A M ~ r is a regular 
cardinal. There is a c.c.c extension N of M such that N ~ =IS c P(co) and (S, c)  
does not contain an uncountable antichain and cf(S, ~) = x. 
The proof of this result will be published elsewhere. [] 
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